A practical method for the offline extraction and analysis of salient patterns from tree-based genetic programming (GP) individuals is proposed. The method is contrasted with Tackett's algorithm [7] and it is shown that relying solely on frequency and fitness profiles for the salient pattern identification can be misleading. To amend Tackett's work a formula for measuring saliency is proposed. A method for separating inert and salient patterns is also discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The existence of a semi-or fully automatized apparatus which identified salient patterns would bring several benefits: it might help with understanding the final solution(s), would help following the course of the evolutionary run and eventually might help tuning future GP runs.
Important works in this direction include the analysis of patterns based on their frequency and fitness profiles [7] , the introduction and analysis of maximal schemata and maximal fragments [6] , following the distribution of building blocks and the tendency of sharing components using simplification and compression [3] , and a hypothesis on how program expressions are evolved through rooted tree schemata [5] .
Terminology
Throughout this paper the terms pattern, pattern frequency, pattern fitness and saliency are used as defined by Tackett with difference that in our patterns wild (joker) characters matching terminals, unary and binary functions (denoted by @, # and ## respectively) are allowed as well. We introduce the notion of order ratio as the proportion of non-wild character nodes in the total number of nodes of a pattern.
Motivation
Tackett's pioneering work on offline analysis of GP patterns has three deficiencies. 1. It only addresses patterns that are proper subtrees. This can be rectified by allowing joker nodes to be present in patterns.
Copyright is held by the author/owner(s). 2. The separation of inert and salient patterns is done based on the patterns' frequency and fitness profiles which might be misleading (see Figure 1 ). Instead a saliency measure which quantifies the destructive effect of replacing a pattern is proposed. 3. The separation is done manually. For this issue we suggest using the saliency profile of patterns as basis for separation.
THE METHOD
Unless the information is concentrated in the syntactic structure of the GP trees, as a first step individuals undergo a preprocessing procedure that prunes unexpressed parts using Equivalent Decision Simplification [4] . Next, all patterns whose frequencies are above a given threshold ε f , and whose heights and order ratios are within some user defined bounds ({ε h , . . . , εH} and [ω, Ω] respectively) are extracted from each population Pt, t = 1 . . . n. Due to syntactic constraints imposed by GP trees, traditional tree mining techniques [1] can not be used. Instead patterns are grown incrementally from above, by adding roots and inserting existing patterns underneath. The Pattern Growing Algorithm (PGA) that achieves this is given below.
Algorithm PGA(ε h , εH, ε f , ω, Ω, Pt) returns P t 1. h ← 1 2. Let by U, B and P h the set of unary, binary functions and terminals whose frequencies in Pt are above ε f . Append the corresponding joker characters to each of these sets. 3. If h = εH filter P h by ω, Ω and ε h and return P h . 4 . h ← h + 1 
Denote by P
U h the set of patterns of height h grown by placing each element of P h−1 under each element of U.
Post-PGA: Measuring and using saliency
Important patterns occur in successful individuals, thus it is relatively safe to delete all patterns not contained in the set of elites collected from all generations (denoted by E). Further filtering can be done using the following idea. Replacing a salient pattern P in an individual with a contextdependent neutral expression causes a drop in the individual's fitness. On the other hand, replacement of an inert pattern is less destructive (the fitness might stay the same, or might even increase). Thus the saliency of a pattern P is quantified as ∆P ≡ ( F
where FP E is the average fitness of E containing P , and F ′ P E is the average fitness of E containing P after P has been replaced by a context-dependent neutral expression 1 . Patterns in the positive section of the saliency curve are detrimental, thus can be deleted. On the other extreme, large negative values indicate truly salient patterns. The classification of patterns between the two extrema is more problematic. For constructional problems after the previous steps the remaining inert patterns will have ∆P = 0. For non-constructional problems we suggest modeling the saliency distribution using some statistical technique (e.g. expectation maximization) to derive the decision boundary.
Algorithm Post-PGA(E, {P t |t = 1 . . . n}) returns P
2. Filter P by E and calculate ∆P for each P ∈ P. 3. Infer the decision boundary separating salient patterns from inert patterns based on the ∆P values. 4. Filter out inert patterns from P and return P.
In the following we will refer to the complex entirety of preprocessing, PGA and Post-PGA steps as Extended PGA (EPGA).
EXPERIMENTS
We have examined several GP problems using EPGA: Tackett's constructional and donut problem, Koza's symbolic regression and the evolution of learning rules for single layered binary perceptrons. Due to lack of space only a part of Tackett's constructional problem is presented.
Tackett's constructional problem
Let {P1, P2, . . . , P k } be a set of patterns and let ρ : {P1, P2, . . . , P k } → R be a reward function. The fitness of an individual χ is given by f (χ) = max{ρ(Pi)|Pi ∈ χ}. The actual patterns and the corresponding rewards are summarized in the following list: 9 1 Just before the submission we found out that a similar measure had been proposed by Majeed in [2] , under the name of fitness contribution and used for evaluation of GP schemata.
where {x, y, z} and {+, −, * , . * , ./, exp()} are the sets of allowed GP terminals and functions and S stands for any subtree. In the following we will refer to these patterns as Symbolic Building Blocks (SBBs).
Disallowing joker characters and setting the minimum frequency to ε f = 0.4, EPGA identified correctly the building blocks of height 2 and 3 and assigned 0 saliency value for the inert patterns: EPGA marked salient only those patterns that are either SBBs, or can be converted to SBBs by making a proper substitution (e.g. in (z##x) changing ## to +). The frequency and fitness profiles are depicted on Figure 1. 
CONCLUSIONS
Though EPGA overcomes most of the deficiencies of Tackett's algorithm, there is room for improvement. Two problems are of major importance for us: (1) the automatic separation of patterns in the case of non-constructional problems and (2) the analysis of the relationship between the saliency values and the generational information.
